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Production Project Scheduling for Sanger, Illumina and 454 platforms.

Training - Set up and support a full-cycle training program

Document Control
- Create a structured central location with access control for all the current and archived official production documents.
- Clean up the network and eRoom: Remove unofficial documents or duplicates that may cause confusion.
- This project includes re-developing procedures and creating new policies.

Technical Training Program
- Create job specific training plan.
- Create and ensure training material is available.
- Provide a mean to assess training result and maintain training records.

Document Process
- Develop policy to process and approve documents to ensure the documents are uniform, accurate and implemented smoothly.

Non-job specific Training Program
- Arrange and customize training classes with in-house trainers or outside consultants that support the production employees’ development needs.

Assemble improvement/finishing
- Smaller DNA assembly and finishing

Production line support
- Fosmids (protocols development and troubleshooting)
- 454 pipeline

Instrumentation Group
Our goal is to keep the existing production lines up and running and provide instrumentation support for future improvements
- Performance monitoring and calibration
- Troubleshooting, preventative maintenance and repair
- Acquisition, installation and acceptance testing
- Custom instrument engineering: hardware and software
- Engineering support for safety and ergonomic controls
- Industrial engineering process mapping and modeling

Instrumentation Technician Mission Statement
Provide competent support and maintenance in a timely manner to all instrumentation users at the JGI. Ensuring open communication is maintained with all users and team members cooperate fully to maximize work quality and instrument availability. Strive to constantly & consistently exceed our customer’s needs & expectations.

Quality Control
The mission of the quality control team is to maintain the quality of the production lines.
- The team is responsible for all reagent ordering, testing and release to the production lines, monitoring instrument performance, statistical process control, and troubleshooting failures as they arise in the production area. We also participate in process optimization through the testing of new materials and methods and experimental design and data analysis.

Quality Assurance
The mission of the QA team is to insure that sequencing projects meet specifications.
- The QA team focuses on data data analysis support for production and finishing including library and assembly QC. A focus of the group is to produce contamination free genomes for finishing and assembly and to identify data which should not be submitted to NCBI because it is either low quality or contamination.
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